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SYNOPSIS: The design procedure and the measurements of foundation vibrations at two compressor stations are presented. Simple methods and models were used to predict machine foundation behavior -and it
is shown that they were effective in estimating the expected range of amplitudes through simple parameter variation.
In attempt to lower vibrations amplitudes, spreading of gravel layer under machine foundation was suggested, the effect of which is discussed in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
ground investigations with those obtained from
back analysis with particular method

The basic goal in the machine foundation design
is to keep its motion in the limits which will
enable the satisfactory operation cf the machine
without disturbing the people in the immediate
vicinity. Thus, to achieve this goal, it' is expected from the disegner to correctly predHit
the machine foundation motion. As shown in figure 1, the prediction of machine foundation vibrations is a system which involves (1) the determir·ation of machine loads and selection or
first guess of the shape and mass of foundation
(if it is not predefined due to other reasons),
(2) the evaluation of soil profile and soil properties, (3) the selection and application cf
adequate method of analysis. The design procedure requires additional step: establishment of
acceptance criteria. If the predicted motion do
not meet these criteria (and all other steps are
properly done), it would usually require the
change in geometry and mass of the proposed foundation, cr, in some cases, improving the soil
properties.

- verification of proposed design measures for
reducing amplitudes of vibrations.
The experience gained from such analyses impro-

IN SITU AND
LABORATORY
TESTING

DYNAMIC
MACHINE
LOAD

SOIL PROFILE
AND
DYNAMIC SOIL
PARAMETERS

According to Gazetas (1983); the post construction observation of foundation performance is
also "an additional and often overlooked step in
machine foundation design". The measured response of foundation on dynamic machine loads serves
as a reliable source of information for verification of the whole design procedure:
a) comparison of real performar.ce with established criteria
b) data for numerical comparison of measured and
predicted vibrations.

METHOD OF
ANALYSIS

Since it is not easy to separate the influences
of all relevant factors needed for prediction of
motion, the measured vibrations could be for instance used in (keeping other factors unchanged):

ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA

verification of assumptions and models on which
the method of analysis is based

OBSERVATION

Figure 1. Machine foundation design procedure

- correlating the soil properties estimated from
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ves the design procedure and und.erstanding of
the nature of the problem.

Upper two meters of poor characteristics were subs'tll. tilted · with gravel layer. Shear wave velocity (Vs) of sand was measured by surface refracti-7
on method; range of Vs was from 220 to 250 m/s,
what corespond to values of shear modulus of
:1:00 MN/m2.

In this paper the design ~rocedure and post construction observation of the compressor founda~
tion in two compressor stations is presented.
The geometry and mass of compressor foundation

The shear modulus of gravel was estimated as
100 MN/m2.

in both cases came out satisfying other design

requirements. Since the mass of the foundations
was more than five times the weight of the supported machines, according to some "rules of
thumb" no analysis of vibration would be necessary. The ground investigations on both sites
showed that surface layers were of poor characteristics and it was decided to substitute them
with densified gravel. Relatively simply-to-useanalysis according to Richart, Hall and Woods
(1970) and Gazetas (1983), using only dominant
loads, wer·e performed "just to verify" additional costs.

Domiroant unbalanced inertia forces act in longitudinal direction (Fig.2). According to the manufacturer of compressors the foundations must
be<designed to resist the following fer·ces (dynamic loads):
maximum
longitudinal
primary force
11,8 kN
C-200
20,1 kN
C-100
type

Finally, post-construction measurements were
undertaken to "everybody make sure".

maximum
longitudinal
secondary force
3,40 kN
5,67 kN

operating
frequency
2.94 c/min
353 c/min

Compressor fc;>undations were designed as massive
concreteblooks (Fig.2) separated 1,0 m from · each
ether. Mass of one compr·essor and foundation was
46,3t. Schemat!c presentation of foundation layout is in the Fig. 3.

COMPRESSOR STATION LEGRAD
Compressor station Legrad (c.s.Legrad) was settled in 1985. Iti consists of eleven compr~ssors,
eight compressors, type , C,-200, and three, ·eype
C-100.
.

Analyses l>ere performed by two methods:
lumped parameter approximation (Richart et al,
1970)and dynamic impedance functions as described in G'azetas ( 1983). The acceptance criteria
wereadcpted from Richart et al (1970).

Soil characteristics were determined by geotechnical investigations and geophysical measurements (Fig.2).
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Figqre 2. Crossection cf a foundation and soil
in C.S.Legrad
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Figure 3. Layout of compressors in C.S.Legrad
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Only the ccmpr·essors of type C-1 00 using primary
forces were analyzed on two models:
I

foundation on the surface of elastic halfspace
G = 100 ~N/m2, ., = 0,33

II

as I, but G

= 50

MN/m2

The first model was assumed to be "the real"
one, and second "the worst" one, covering the
neglected or unexpectable influencing factors
with variation of single parameter - G.

Figure 4. Longi tud·inal 'vibrations of compressor
C-203

The results of the analyses are presented in
Table I.

COMPRESSOR STATION BOKSIC

Table I Calculated values of amplitudes of
longitudina.il: vibrations - C.S.Legrad
Richart et al
( p.m)

case

-------I
II

Compressor station Boksic was settled in 1986
and consists of eight compr·essors. The measurements were taken before the whole station was
completed and only three compressors were in
operation. The available results are presented.

Gazetas
( p.m)

19,8
40,8

Soil characteristics were determined by geotechnical investigations and geophysical measurements (Fig ••5.).

19,1

38,2

Shear wave velocity of clay in upper three meters was betwen 140 and 160 m/s, so shear modulus of clay was suppose~ to be 50,0 MN/m2. Shear wave velocity in sand ranged from 225 t~
250 m/s and estimated shear modulus was 100 MN/m2.

For cases analyzed, two methods correspond
quite well.
The measurements were taken while nine of eleven
compressors were simultaneously in operation
(compressors C-103 and C-201 wer-e net pr·epared).
The measured a~plitudes of vibrations are presented in Table II.

Dominant unbalanced inertia forces act as horizontal moments (torque). According to the manu~
facturer of compr·essors their amplitudes were:
maximum :Vertical moment·
4, T6 kNm
maximum horizontal primary moment
15,2 kNm.
aperating frequency
740 c/min
Compressor foundations were designed as massive
concrete blocks (Fig.5.) separated 3,0 m from
each other. Mass of one compressor and foundation was .93,5 t.

Table II Measured values of amplitudes of vibrations - C.S.Legrad

--------·-------------,..----------DI RE CT I 0 N

(

p.m)

(

p.m)

Longit.

frequency

( . p.m)

Hz

18
18
23
28
21
20

5
5

Analysis was performed according to Gazetas
(1983) and the soil profil was modelled as
(clay) stratum-over-(sand) halfspace. It was
difficult to estimate the positive influence
of embedment with much confidence and it was
conservatively neglected. The results are presented in Table III (case I).
·
·

------------------------6
2
6,2
C-101
34
C-102
1
2
6,2
30
--.- ------------------------C-202
1
2
20
5
C-203
C-204
C-205
C-206
C-207
C-208

5
2
3
1
1 '5
1

--------

4
2
1
1
1
2

____

_.....

Since the radial amplitudes were considered to
be high and since there was not confidence in
clay as direct foundation supporti ng soil, it
was decided to substitute the clay above ground
water level with one meter thick densified gravel layer. The gravel and the rest of the clay
layer were separated with dense geotextile. The
shear modulus of gravel was assumed as
G = 100 MN/m2 .

5

;
;
5

___________

Typical plot of measured vibrations is shown on
Fig.4.
The intensity of amplitudes changed periodically
showing low frequency "superior" influence. Anyhow, the average amplitude (cca 20 p.m : for- typ•
C.• 100) corresponded .well to predicted - a~plitudes
·u·sing the model ·with· best estimate of soil propeor·ties. The rest between 20 and 30 I'm if< attributed tc the influence of neigbouring compressors cr unbalanced secondary. for·ces.
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The analyses were performed in the same way as
befor-e usin$ two models:
a) foundation Ol'l halfspace with G = 100 MN/m2
(thtis, neglecting the clay sublayer) • case
II in Table III.
b) foundation
stratum-over-halfspace with
stratum having the "average" modulus
G = 80 MN /m2, thickness. H = 2 m and ha lfspace with sand properties (G = 100 MN/m2) case III in Table III. The embedment effects
were again neglected in analysis.
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.Fisure 5. Crossection ot soil and foundation 1n
c.s. Bokiic
Table III Calculated amplitudes ot vibrations at
corners ot foundations - c.s. Bokiic

-----lonsi tudinal
case

-------

vertical
( I'm)

( I'm).
1,1 ---------------4,2
0,6
2,3
0,8
2,7

I

II

III

-----

radial
( I'm)

---23,2
5,9
11,3

!isure 6. Layout ot compressors in

c.s.

Boksic

CORCLUSlORS
The desisn procedure and the results ot measurements or foundation vibrations at. two compressor
stations are presented. The desisn ~rocedure
attempts to cover unfavourable conditions selected by ensineerins Judsement and ir.cludes tbe
best est11Date or soil properties and relatively
slmple models and methods ot analysis. Durins
desisn, it was decided to improve the soil conditions by replacins the natural soil in shallow
depths by dens1tied sravel.

The measurements were taken in the middle (H)
and at the ocrr.ers (C) ot the foundation edse
tor three foundations C1, C2 and C3 (table IV).

The observed performance supports the actions
~ndertaken, showins that the measured amplitudes
are in the ranse ot predicted values.

Table IV "Heasured values ot amplitudes

It maJ be concluded that simple methods and models are ettective in destsn practice allowi~S
estimate ot the expected ranse ot amplitudes
thrcush simple parameter variations. Al~o spreadins a relatively thick sravel layer under machine foundation is cpns1dered to be an ettective low cost measure ~ towards the lowerins ot
tbe amplitudes ot vibrations. This ettect is
primarily attributed to the increased st1ttne's
ot soil which directly supporta· tbe foundation.

---lonsitudinal
( I'm)

.C1 (H)
(C)
C2 (M)
(C)
C3 (M)

0,11
0,11

0,9
0,9
1,2

vertical
( I'm)
0,8
1,25
1,2
1,2
1,7

--

radial
( pm)
'1,08
1,33
2,19
2,5
2,5

Comparins the results or estimated and observ.ed
vibrations it may be concluded that amplitudes
were considerably lowered by puttins the sravel
~ayer under foundation.
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The order or maanitude or vibrati~ns is 1 mikron
and 1t could not be telt Eby humans) when the
hand was put on tbe foundation.
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